
 

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT CELL 

EAST COAST RAILWAY, BHUBANESWAR 

PUBLICATION OF EIGHTH PROVISIONAL PART PANEL AGAINST CEN No. RRC-01/2019 (Level 1 Posts of 7th CPC Matrix)  

********* 

1. In reference to the Centralized Employment Notice (CEN) No RRC-01/2019, Railway Recruitment Cell(RRC), East Coast Railway, 

Bhubaneswar is hereby declaring 8th Provisional Part Panel consisting of 5 candidates (SC- 01, OBC-03 and PwBD-01). However, 

appointment of the empanelled candidates will be subject to the outcome of O.A. No. 260/00516 of 2023. 

2. The part panel is prepared on the basis of final normalized marks/overall merit rank and on being declared fit in medical standards 
prescribed for the respective posts as per CEN No. RRC-01/2019. The only one PwBD candidate was empanelled against the notified 
vacancy where as all other 4 candidates were empanelled against replacement 

3. Due care has been taken while preparing the panel. RRC/ECoR/BBS reserves the right to make any amendments to the provisionally 
declared panel at any subsequent stage. If any discrepancies or malpractices are noticed, or brought to the notice of RRC, then 
RRC/ECoR/BBS reserves the right to declare any candidate(s) unsuccessful or delete the name of any candidate(s) from the provisional 
panel at any stage. The decision of RRC/ECoR/BBS in the matter shall be final. 

4. RRC never appoints any agent(s) or coaching centre(s) for action on its behalf. Candidates are warned against any such claims being made 
by persons/ agencies. Candidates are selected purely as per merit. Beware of unscrupulous elements and do not fall in their trap. 
Candidates attempting to influence RRB/RRC directly or indirectly shall be disqualified and legal action can be initiated against them 

5. Candidates are advised to visit only the official websites of RRBs/ RRCs and beware of FAKE websites and content put up by unscrupulous 
element/touts 

 
Date: 19.04.2024.                                                                                               Chairperson RRC (LA) 

List of Candidates empanelled against each category is attached herewith: 

Srl 
 No 

Roll Number Name Empanelled 
Community 
 

Final 
Normalized Marks 

Allotted  post 
Category  No. 

Post allotted Division/Unit 

1 164194260159141 RAKESH KUMAR OBC 68.34873 17 Track Maintainer -IV KUR 

2 164194300237308 PRAKASH RANA OBC 66.4981 17 Track Maintainer -IV SBP 

3 164194300226133 MOHAN MEHER OBC 65.21619 17 Track Maintainer -IV SBP 

4 164192300116468 KRUSHNA CHANDRA BAG SC 64.10971 17 Track Maintainer -IV SBP 

5 164194280001920 KRUSHNARAO SAMPATIRAO OBC(PwBD) 48.96443 5 Asst. Loco-shed (Diesel) WAT 
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